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1965 dr backman also wrote awakenings
over district in the spring 1969 BYU studies

states is properly recognized as a land of religious pluralism the people of this nation probably support
more different religious societies than do citizens of any other
country pluralism is also a characteristic of the patterns of belief of members of many denominations for within many congregations
gregat ions a wide variety of beliefs exists
in an attempt to present to catholics a description of the
theological diversity dividing protestants robert campbell has
compiled a most revealing work spectrum of protestant beliefs he says significant divisions in protestantism no longer
are along denominational lines but rather depend on the orientation of the individual in the liberal conservative spectrum
p v As one lutheran protestant minister confessed frankly 1I feel closer to a liberal of any denomination than 1I do to a
p vii
conservative of my own denomination
for organizational purposes campbell divided the left to
right spectrum into five bands which he calls radical liberal
confessional new evangelical and fundamentalist then he selected five prominent religious leaders to represent these schools
of thought and to express their beliefs concerning a variety of
subjects including god the virgin birth the bible original sin
satan heaven and hell what a man must do to be saved marriage and divorce premarital sex relations racial integration
the ecumenical movement and vietnam
rev bob jones president of the bob jones university in
greenville south carolina aptly represented the fundamentalist position carl F H henry editor of christianity today

the united
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spoke effectively for the new evangelicals
evange licals dr john warwick
chairman of the division of church history at trinity evangelical
divinity school in deerfield illinois accepted the assignment
to represent the confessional segment of the spectrum bishop
james A pike theologian in residence at the center for the
study of democratic institutions santa barbara responded to
the request of articulating the view of a liberal and william
hamilton professor of religion at new college sarasota florida elucidated views of radical theologians all of these
scholars prepared excellent lucid and succinct descriptions of
their beliefs
one of the apparent problems involved in preparing a
work of this nature for publication was that of locating a
theologian who might be recognized as a spokesman for a
particular band of protestant theology this problem was
especially difficult when the editor considered the liberal confess
fessional
ional and the new evangelical schools of thought campbell
recognized that not every protestant would fit neatly into one
five fold division of the protestant liberal
of the groups in the fivefold
conservative spectrum and noted that an individual might be
conservative regarding one subject and liberal on another consequently not all who might classify themselves as a
particular type of protestant would agree with the statements
of the selected representatives for the various bands in the
spectrum this is especially true of the liberal school of thought
in fact the controversial theologian bishop pike who was
selected to represent the liberal band in the spectrum is regarded by many liberal ministers with whom 1I am acquainted
as a radical therefore in the opinion of many liberal protestants two radicals express their views in this work and many
popular beliefs of the liberals are not reflected in this publication
another organizational feature of this work that should be
seriously questioned is the establishment of a band in the spectrum labeled confessional while many protestants might classify themselves in this school of emphasis this work was designed
to reveal the different theological positions of protestants and
confessional protestants are not united by belief instead they
emphasize the liturgy and the creeds but disagree concerning
the interpretation of the creeds As dr john warwick the
representative of the confessional spectrum specified doc
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tribally confessional protestants cover the spectrum from center
trinally
and might have said from left to right some are
to right land
highly orthodox accepting such key points of high orthodoxy
as the reality of satan and the second coming of christ others
question this or that traditional doctrine and some verge on the
rejection of the physical reality of the virgin birth of christ
rejection of this would locate a person in the liberal camp
since there is so much doctrinal diversity among confessional
protestants this group might have been omitted in a consideration of patterns of belief except for a reference to and description of this particular school no one man could have been
selected to represent the doctrinal position of this group of
protestants on the issues considered in this publication
although one might adopt another system of classification
of protestants by employing four labels radicals liberals orthodox or conservatives and fundamentalists I many liberals
would divide liberalism into a variety of schools such as the
followers of paul tillich karl barth richard niebuhr and
11

1

rudolf bultmann
another weakness of the publication

is the failure of the

editor to summarize more fully some of the most significant
doctrinal differences separating the different groups of protestants brief explanations of the positions of the five representatives concerning their schools of thought were included but a
more comprehensive description of the conflicting patterns of
belief concerning the bible life beyond the grave the fall the
atonement and other subjects considered in this publication
would have been most helpful to the class of readers for whom
this work was prepared
although there are organizational problems in spectrum of
protestant beliefs problems which plague all men who prepare a summary of patterns of belief campbell has compiled
a most interesting work that accomplishes the primary goal of
the editor that of emphasizing the tremendous variety of belief
in modern america and of presenting to lay members a brief
description of some of the more popular views held by american protestants

